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Lichfield re-born: Richard and Carol at Canterbury 

Carol and Richard from Canterbury are returning to the National and Kent G scale society by bringing back Lichfield 
garden railway for them and others to enjoy. Photo’s below show memories of a great day. 

            

               LICHFIELD Garden railway Canterbury                                 Back in the day Carol and Richard’s open day 

Richard and Carol have been missing for a while and during lock down they both looked out at their garden railway, 
stirring thoughts of the years of enjoyment it has given them. They decided it was time to bring it back to life. Richard 
and Carol have mainly constructed Lichfield Garden Railway on decking. They found that parts required replacing so 
the decision was made to start work.  Having inspected and started work they realised the best route was to replace 
all the decking and make some modifications to the existing track by building better and more robust areas in places 
that had caused problems in the past. At the same time, they did work in the garden too. By doing all this they could 
return to days like those seen below in 2017 with friends and fund raising. 

                                              

 



                                               

  

        Carol hard at work cutting back the vegetation                      Photo showing the decking that needs replacing  

 

As you can see Carol and Richard have been working hard to get the garden and the railway back to good shape and 
as you can see there is a large area of decking in place that is already stained with water proofing to make it last longer.  

 

                                 

Side area at the back of the garden completed with decking installed and stained Ronseal decking oil used to protect 
the new decking  



                                               

Moving onto the garden nearest to the back of the house this required the building of shuttering for cementing  

          

     
                      Shuttering in place                                                                         Levels checked  

 

          

 
          So that’s from this photo on the left with the old rotten track bed to the new track bed ready to be laid  

This work has been on going so here is the latest photos with concrete in the track bed, i nearly cocked it right up to 
be honest I always use my cement mixer when carrying out tasks like this but the cement got the better of me. I have 
still got some in the drum but hopefully we will be able to clean it a bit more. Carol did actually save the day  and my 
backside too lol,  and after we joked  above it but eventually Carol did the right thing and because there is only 3 
minutes of drying time the only way is  to fill  the track bed with the dry cement then add the water and tamp  it down 
quickly as possible, so i don’t really advise anyone to get cement with a drying time of 3 mins ,we bought it  as post 
mix an item supplied by Jewson’s of Canterbury, so I am still hoping to get the bag I mixed in my cement mixer out . 
Us men never read the instruction! 



                                               

 

IDEAS FOR MODEL MAKING  

I found it so good to get out and about and see what other garden railway members are doing, and even other people 
and hobbies that require the skills needed to build and make things that cannot be purchased over the counter. To 
help I have selected several photos from previous newsletters and from my travels around over the years that I have 
been involved in this hobby of modelling and in gardening. 

 

              

                Glen Allan’s new layout                                                           Signal box for GER made by a member. 

 

Glen’s portable show track that you may have seen at Teynham last show has all self-built railway buildings ranging 
from train sheds, engine shed, P Way sheds to factory buildings. As for the Signal box I am not sure if it was a kit or 
self-built. 

             

                    John Dean’s metal-built train                                                                 Signal box with gate  

We can all take things too extremes! As John Dean does with his Hastings units working G scale models. In the photo 
above a new project is under way and I would expect to see this completed in the future as in lock down I would think 
John has had time to complete it. As most members will know John’s Hasting Unit won the National G scale first prize 
back in 2018. As for the relief Signal box the opposite applies with just a square block of wood, Dolls house brick work 
paper and some bolster wood to make the small parts such as the windows and gate. You can use all bits and pieces 
to make things for your railway. 

 



                                               

Tunnel  

Below is an example of what you can do with bits and pieces. The main tunnel structure has been made from an old 
square plastic box or bin that has been turned upside down, with a tunnel entrance cut out at both ends. Placed on 
top of this plastic box are two plastic seed trays filled with earth for small alpine and rocky plants to be planted. In the 
middle is placed a concrete cottage which has been painted well. If you are looking to build a tunnel for the garden 
railway this is an excellent idea.      

           

 Tunnel entrance with side walls made from wood                    In this photo you can see the two plastic trays 

 

          

    Made from wood again cliff top funicular railway.                     Low relief station building made from wood. 

This cliff top funicular railway building has been cut out of wood. This modeller has looked at the cliff top railway at 
Hastings or photos found online but again the use of dolls house brick work and tiled roof paper has worked a treat. 
Also, clear plastic for the windows, chicken wire for the fencing around the viewing areas on both sides and the only 
thing purchased being the LGB lamp post. 

For the low relief station again, wood has been used. A great idea for the platform roof edging lolly sticks cut in half 
giving the roof that railway look. The platform itself has been covered in a roofing felt, and the finishing touch some 
LGB figures. 

Remember if you are going to model in wood treat it with some wood preservative or as I do put them away when no 
longer in use.    

 



                                               

Article By David G 

 

CLASS 56 IN G SCALE – PART 3 – The Body and Finishing 

I wanted the loco to have a realistic shape. That is okay to say but tricky to build, turning a two-dimensional idea into 
a 3D model. For the trickier shapes I cut them out onto thin cardboard to check the fit before cutting the styrene. 
Before fitting all the outside body pieces to the skeleton frame, I decided to design a build the internal detail of the 
cabs. Normally this is one of the later jobs. Without the outer shell on it is easier to build them now. I have several 
control panel dials drawn up in Photoshop. I found a photo of the control panel of a Hymek so I copied that. I printed 
it out onto photographic paper and attached the paper to styrene panel and added the levers from scrap styrene and 
brass. The control panels are clipped in from underneath. They need to be removable to be able to access the back of 
the headlights. I usually paint around where the LED headlights are mounted with one coat of black paint and one of 
silver. This cuts down ‘light’ bleed from the high intensity LEDs into the surrounding plastic. 

 

                  

                Photo showing side panels attached                                            Photo showing roof progressing 

I attached the detail (except the handrails but leave the holes for them) on the sides and ends while they are flat 
before bending and attaching them. The styrene is 2mm thick. I cut 30thou styrene into 1mm strips and carefully 
attach them around the window apertures. The 1mm PTER glazing fit nicely behind the strips. I cut the glazing, at this 
point, to fit exactly and number them to be fitted after varnishing. 

Now the sides and ends were attached to the frame. The locations of holes in the roof (smoke, above the speaker, and 
switch access) were checked. The roof is made separately and screwed in place. I made a cross-section template to 
make identical profiles. The roof is made of 20thou styrene so it can be curved around the profiles. As it is more 
delicate it is supported at frequent intervals. The edge of the roof at the base is made of a piece of 2mm styrene. This 
gives a large surface to attach the roof skin when it is stretched over the roof. The ends are trickier. I made similar 
profile pieces. I then glued thin triangular strips across them. To get a good look it is long process of multiple filling 
and filing. 

I had a change of plan to put the small orange LEDs (taken from the donor loco) in the roof as mini headlights. It is a 
continental practice, but I like the look produced. 

I used the grilles from the Alco for the smoke outlet and access cover for the switches. Over the speaker (to let sound 
out) I made a mock extraction grille. All three are removable. 

The wiring for the lights took a while. I took the wiring down under the chassis and put in a small male Molex connector 
on the chassis. There is a female end fitted in the body which connects when the body goes on. As well as the headlights 
I have put an LED in the cab which activates according to the direction of travel. The wiring loom threads its way 
through the model shell. 



                                               

 

             

               Photo showing driver control panel                                                     Photo showing internal wiring 

The next job was the end cowlings and couplings. The cowlings include dummy electrical connection boxes, vacuum 
and heating pipes. I use an LGB type buffer (set at the same height) with a chain hook. So far this seems to fit a wide 
variety of other couplings. The cowling is removable and attached using the coupling screw fitting. My ‘suburban’ 
rolling stock is fitted with steam heating pipes. My ‘mainline’ stock has heating, and vacuum pipes as does this diesel. 

At last the painting can be started. I took everything apart and started with applying primer to the body and roof. The 
control panels and internal décor is the same colour of the body (Darlington Green). I also added a few warning signs 
like an ear defender sign on the door to the engine compartment and I made a fire extinguisher for each cab. 

The final painting is done now. I usually do three thin layers. The decals and detail painting is now possible. I used Fox 
Transfers for the numerals and electric warning signs. The detail inside the cabs and printed onto fine paper and 
varnished. The various signs and ‘plates’ are printed onto photo paper. I carefully take the backing paper off and attach 
them with superglue, and then varnish them.  

Coming to the end of the job. I usually line out with a bow pen. I decided to try using Trimline self-adhesive coach 
lining used for model boats and aircrafts. It was not as ‘sticky’ as I thought it might be, but it went on well. I applied 
two coats of matte varnish which seemed to secure it. The glazing panes were cut out of PETR when I made the body. 
I run superglue into the recess, took off the protective film and popped them in. I left the ‘inside’ protective film on 
until I fitted the internal detail. I printed the internal detail (doors etc) onto good quality thin matte card and applied 
by using two-sided adhesive tape. I carefully painted the rear side of the internal panels with either green, sliver or 
back to represent the inside framing if seen from the outside. This card, after the inside protective film on the glazing 
it taken off, is then very carefully placed so the window edges are covered. The effect is to give the effect that the 
glazing is flush from both sides. 

The last job was to make and fit the windscreen wipers. 

Finally, the day came for its inaugural trial. I am pleased with the sound card which needed some tinkering. The sound 
card is places near a grille so the setting can be altered without taking the loco apart. 

The final test was the only remaining task. The point of the loco was to be able to pull an ‘out of steam’ Roundhouse 
loco. It was a tense moment, but it stood up to the task, even pulling it up a 1/40 gradient!   



                                               

   

              

                                             Photo of the finished product what a fantastic job 

 

WARNING  

For those gardeners out there, this is a disaster. (BOX HEDGING BLIGHT)  

       
This is my garden railway and I have over the summer lost all my box hedging and I am sorry to say if this appears 

in your garden you only have one real route and that is to dig it up and burn it, have a look on the attached web page 

Box blight / RHS Gardening  https://www.rhs.org.uk/advice/profile?pid=96Box blight is a disease of box leaves and 
stems caused by the fungus Cylindrocladium buxicola (syn. Calonectria 

Years of hard work to get the box hedging into the shapes and the look I wanted so reading the web site above the 
RHS at Wiseley are looking at producing a new plant to replace Box Hedging so maybe in the future I may be able to 
replace I what I have lost.  



                                               

Next 

 


